Indirect Tax Solutions

Vertex Support of Gulf States VAT Implementation
Gulf States VAT Implementation
The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) nations are a group of six Middle Eastern countries

Vertex® Indirect Tax O Series® is a tax
calculation solution that integrates
with a company’s worldwide financial

—Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE)—
that work together on implementing new public policies. The implementation of a
joint VAT system in the GCC states is the next step in this historical cooperation.

systems to calculate the applicable

Turning to New Sources of Income

transactional taxes on both sales and

Traditionally, the GCC states have relied heavily on the proceeds from the sale of

purchase transactions.

hydrocarbons as a source of revenue but with the implementation of a VAT system,
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sustain public services.
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In February 2017, all GCC nations signed the GCC VAT framework and cleared the path

processes is the ability to quickly

towards a country specific implementation by 2018. Some of the countries, most

and efficiently adapt to worldwide

notably the UAE and Saudi Arabia, announced a go-live date of January 1, and all

tax regimes and ongoing changes to

other nations are expected to quickly follow.

rates and rules within a regime.

Characteristics of the Upcoming GCC VAT System

they are looking to reduce this dependency and uncover other means of income to

VAT in the GCC nations will be a harmonized system and like the European Union, will
require local legislative process and implementation of the GCC legislation. This means
that though the main principles are common across the GCC, it is expected that there
will be local, country-specific rules as well. Based on the information that is already
available, it is expected that the final legislation will be closely aligned to the
EU VAT rules.
GCC VAT will be a single tax regime applying to the sale of all goods and services
within the territory and an input tax credit based system. The main components are:
• In-country sale of goods and imports into the region will be subject to a single VAT
rate of likely 5%.
• VAT exemptions or zero rates will exist for healthcare, education, financial services,
and exports.
• Intra-country Business to Business (B2B) sales will also be zero rated, provided
certain conditions are met.
• VAT registered businesses will be able to deduct input VAT charged on purchases.

VAT Reporting
There is still very little information published on how the actual VAT reporting and
audit process will look like in the Gulf States and how the intra-country exchange
of information will take place. The GCC VAT agreement requires each Member State
to create an Electronic Services System and direct the GCC Secretary General to
establish a central Tax information center, with on-demand access to all transactional

Vertex Support of Gulf States VAT Implementation
data. It will also require a digital match of buyer and seller

Implementing Vertex O Series

documentation for each cross-border transaction, as a measure to

Clients can leverage the expertise of Vertex® Consulting and

avoid missing trader fraud, which the GCC council has observed as

our Alliance Partners for system implementation services, to

being one of the main pain points of the current EU VAT legislation.

accelerate the start-up and maximize the value of your Vertex

There are also thoughts of adopting a private blockchain but

solution. More than 2,000 companies over the last 10 years have

further legislative initiatives are necessary in each Member State.

relied on proven methodologies and an invaluable knowledge base

Next to the further detailing of the actual VAT legislation in each

from Vertex and our Partners.

country (Saudi Arabia has recently published its draft legislation),

Our consultants and partners have worked with companies of every

there are still some other clarifications expected that further

size, across industries and technical environments, providing a:

define which businesses must register for VAT, what the VAT returns

• Thorough assessment of your tax processes and related
technology;

process will look like, and what the impact will be on foreign
businesses operating in the GCC states.

• Proven methodology with reliable project management;

Calculation and Content Support

• System design, configuration, and implementation;

Vertex® Indirect Tax O Series® is a tax calculation solution that
integrates with a company’s worldwide financial systems to

• Custom integration development; and,

purchase transactions.

• Specialized practices to meet the needs of retail and leasing
companies, and SAP and Oracle technology environments.

Vertex O Series will accommodate all changes through data

Utilizing their vast knowledge and know-how, you’ll optimize your

calculate the applicable transactional taxes on both sales and

updates without the need for disruptive program changes. Along
with adding impositions and rate schedules, place of supply

software investment and benefit from the experience that these
professionals can provide.

changes will be made to support the new VAT system.
The key benefit to integrating Vertex O Series into your tax
calculation processes is the ability to quickly and efficiently
adapt to worldwide tax regimes and ongoing changes to rates and
rules within a regime. This adaptability reduces the time and cost,
as well as risk associated with worldwide global transaction tax

To learn more about our indirect tax solutions, contact
a Vertex representative at 800.355.3500 (USA) or
+44 (0) 20 3906 7630 (Europe), or visit vertexinc.com.

compliance.
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